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When all seems dropped, where may hope be found? Yet in that moment, there is a spark of wish.
Katherine was immediately rushed into micro-brain medical procedures, though her chance of
survival was thin. Miraculously, Jay came home in time and needed help.On April 21, 2008, as
James slept in the other area, Katherine collapsed, suffering a massive brain stem stroke without
warning. Their son, James, came along unexpectedly in the fall of 2007, and just six months later
on, everything changed in an instant for this young family. Because they pursued their dreams,
they planted their lives in the city and within their church community. As sunlight rose another
morning, the surgeon proclaimed that Katherine acquired survived removing part of her brain,
though her future recovery was completely uncertain.Katherine and Jay married immediately
after university and sought adventure definately not home in LA, CA. Through 40 times on life
support in the ICU and nearly 24 months in full-time mind rehab, that spark of hope was fanned
into flame.An excruciating however beautiful street to recovery has led the Wolf family members
with their new normal, where almost every moment of lifestyle is marked with the scars of that
fateful April day in 2008. Returning house with a severely disabled body but a completely
renewed purpose, they focused on celebrate this gift of another chanceby embracing life
completely, even though that life looked very different than they could possess ever imagined.
Amid continuing hardships and struggles, both in mind and body, Katherine and Jay found what
most of us long to find.. Now, eight years later on, Katherine and Jay are stewarding their tale of
suffering, restoration, and Christ-centered hope in this broken world through their ministry Hope
Heals.hope, wish that heals the most broken place, our souls.Defying every prognosis, with grit
and grace, Katherine and Jay, side by side, struggled to regain a life for Katherine as the lady re-
learned to talk and consume and walk..
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Honest, inspiring, and beautifully written. Their testimony is quite inspiring! She started reading it
yesterday and is certainly having the same problem I acquired-- she cannot put it down! read the
story. Very inspiring! Buy it today, don't think twice. God's ideal timing.... I enjoy your honesty and
display weakness on paper the raw and human being emotions that people, as believers, are
many times expected to be immune to by those watching, especially among the non-believers,
just waiting to stage the finger and scream, "Ha! I understood it was all fake."Our neighbor fell
and landed on the base of his mind about 18 months ago and has been recovering from a
TBI.and so can you. Neighbor relations have already been deteriorating as we are helpless to
come to her aid with her husband. We've been gradually watching as she turns into a lot more
withdrawn and angry at any one - especially my children who cross into her yard when they play.
This reserve is so timely in assisting me to dig deeper and press additional towards supernatural
grace towards our neighbors who are struggling in ways I would never fully be able to understand
without scanning this book. Wish does heal. I recommend this book. I will purchase another
duplicate for an engaged few and suggest they browse it together when possible, as it is a great
picture of the kind of dedication God intended marriage to end up being. They wrote it out and
produced a movie, too. I want I had this book years back. Hope Heals can help you on your own
journey to arriving at peace with some of life's disappointments and "detours. So much wish
because of their faith and trust in God This was such a great inspiration for me as someone with
numerous health issues. Definitely a good read! Some passages in this are an insight that just
the Holy Spirit can give!I like what sort of publication is written. Those of us who've lived for a
long time with heartache will also find peace for our souls.The tough path in life that Katherine
lived changed what she thought her life would be like and created an inspirational path for others
to check out! Don't be defer thinking these people want to tell you how ideal & But back to a very
different lifestyle, a different relationship, a different "new normal. The love of family members,
friends and God kept this courageous woman going through years of surgeries and rehab. They
provide God the glory through it all. I read this publication quickly, highlighting so many
meaningful statements. You don't need to be suffering yourself to benefit from this book. Also,
there is a happy family event which occurs at the end of the book that i didn't expect. I enjoyed
and profited from reading it. I plan to read it once again. I still possess so much to learn about
our amazing God. Most of us have these tales. I only want that everyone on earth realized that
hope does not constantly obtain us what we wish but His program will generally provide and lead
to healing. God needs to renew our faith;. What a truly amazing look at how wish and faith in God
help us through even the hardest of physical and emotional occasions. Katherine and Jay Wolf
are incredible people who have unending faith. They included so many wonderful Biblical quotes
in their book. I have recommended this book to others (even before I finished it! Katherine, in
separate parts as they experienced the same occasions.It's a must read. I downloaded this book
over the holiday and once I started reading it, We couldn't put it straight down. Such a beautiful
example of God’s presence in the midst of unimaginable pain, sorrow, and despair!. Medicine for
the Soul What happens when life turns out differently than you planned, much different than you
expected? Perform you question if God has produced a mistake? I ordered a 2nd copy to share
with a friend. Wish Heals will take us on a journey with a lovely young couple who faced
devastating reduction while nearly newlyweds and new parents.).for all those with faith and
specifically for those who find themselves without.near death and back to existence again.
spiritual they are. inspiring story! Hope Heals weaves eternal truths into a captivating true story
of tremendous loss and miraculous healing. And yet, this healing isn't comprehensive and can
never be etc this side of eternity. Beautiful story This is a lovely story of a man’s Christ-like love



for his wife, their love for Christ and each other, and their struggles and trials after she suffers an
enormous stroke. How many of us long for that one thing to be different? It'll give you insight into
how a disabled person feels;" For if Katherine and Jay can go on and find renewed Wish and a
feeling of healing from it, then so may i. Excellent work! This was a great and inspiring story. His
wife offers been transporting this burden by itself and overlooked our pleas to greatly help. A well
crafted and inspiring story of living with the aftermath of a devastating stroke A well written
reserve that shares the ups and downs of coping with a medical crisis from the perspective of
her hubby and herself. They are honest about their feelings and about how that they had to
surrender to God's working in their lives. Amazing! Most of us have our challenges. Growing Yes,
this is once again a story about suffering that goes to know God's joy. Truly inspirational! I am a
healthy 74 Yr old retired nurse.I think you'll find words..words that describe what you cannot
explain within your own trial. Because of this I gave this publication four stars. I came across
words in various other books before this one, but if you are early to suffering and trusting God in
trial, after that read this. It is in the initial person, but written by Jay &! Jay and Katherine don't
sugar coat the reality of their struggling and emotions, but instead share, profoundly, how God
worked all of what was meant to eliminate Katherine and destroy their lives for good, how Hope
anchored them through the many unfathomable storms, and how selfless like can endure the
worst of times." Is it feasible that what we think of as a detour is actually part of God's strategy
all along?. Extremely inspirational to whoever has struggled with health issues. Has He forgotten
you? This is not a tale you can read and put back on the shelf to catch dust. A book for everyone
Don't think this book is for the actually challenged. The most inspiring book you’ll ever read!!.
Katherine’s suffering should have business lead her to a dark place, but rather, she thought we
would anchor her soul in hope, in finding peace and purpose through her like and faith in Jesus.
She’s inspired a lot of people, and rather than dwelling in her discomfort, she’s made her
existence goal to provide her hope to anyone she meets.. God's getting glorified in this family
members. May the children have the same faith! Praying! pray for all those in need. Very
touching Such a tragic tale but a positive outcome. Inspiring and Shifting!!! And I will continue to
wish and pray for our neighbor, his continued recovery and for his wife who endures so much of
the burden alone. It was a beautifully written accounts of an awful tragedy. Yet in some way the
name of the publication is i'm all over this. As you read there is so much hope in each and every
chapter it is impossible to not fall in love with this couple. Profoundly blessed by reading this
book. You don't need to end up being handicapped to relate to this wonderful young couple who
endured so much heartache and pain. And yet, their faith grew stronger through the trials. We
frequently take our health for granted. Katherine & How a lot of us experience incomplete in
some way? and the way the caregiver feels. It places things into perspective. But it also reminds
me that God is certainly in this with me - all the time. I'm reminded that people have to be there
for others through tragedies or even things that are apparently small. I don't believe I would have
the same mindset as Katherine did. Jay acknowledged that the struggles of others seemed
insignificant comparatively but they saw that encouragement, prayers and support had been
needed by those who expressed, not judgement or comparison. Inspiring story I recommend this
publication to anyone. That is a story you will need to share and it will definitely equip you for the
sufferings you might encounter, arming you with hope and a feeling that your struggling will
never be wasted. This realization will help you know how you can better help & You've hardly ever
read a tale like this before! It really urges a person to live to the fullest for Christ!
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